ការស្នើសុំការប្រយោជន៍ដែលអាចមានការប្រឈរបាក់ក្នុងការងាររបស់អតិថិជន DVR

| សូម្រង់អតិថិជៃ DVR ៖ តើអ្នកគឺជាអវីតាថ្វីប្រសើរតាមរយៈការងាររបស់ខ្ញុំទៅអាចបុគ្គលិកតាមរយៈការងាររបស់ខ្ញុំ? |
| --- | --- |
| ដើម្បីសួលស្តីអំពីការប្រឈរបាក់សម្រម្យប្រសើរប្រាប់អតិថិជៃ? |
| ដើម្បីសួលស្តីអំពីការប្រឈរបាក់និងការសម្របសម្រួលអតិថិជៃសម្រាប់ការងាររបស់ខ្ញុំ? |

ជីវៈសម្បជីវៈ (ផ្នែកស្តា រៃីតិសម្បទាវិជ្ជា, DVR)
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION WORKSHEET FOR DVR CUSTOMERS

 diferencia de la comunicación del cliente DVR

This worksheet is intended for DVR customers to document reasonable accommodations that may be necessary for effective communication. It helps in identifying and addressing any language barriers or accessibility issues that may arise during communication.

Please fill out the following information to ensure effective communication:

1. What is the nature of your communication with DVR?

2. What is your primary language?

3. Do you require any language or communication accommodations at any time during your interaction with DVR?

4. If yes, please specify:

   a. Language barrier
   b. Communication method
   c. Other specific needs

5. Have you encountered any issues with the current communication method?

   a. Language barrier
   b. Communication method
   c. Other specific needs

6. What accommodations would you suggest to improve communication?

   a. Language barrier
   b. Communication method
   c. Other specific needs

7. Have you previously experienced any issues with communication?

   a. Language barrier
   b. Communication method
   c. Other specific needs

8. What measures have been taken by DVR to address such issues?

   a. Language barrier
   b. Communication method
   c. Other specific needs

9. Have you received reasonable accommodations as per ADA requirements?

   a. Language barrier
   b. Communication method
   c. Other specific needs

10. Are there any additional comments or suggestions you would like to provide?

    a. Language barrier
    b. Communication method
    c. Other specific needs

Please sign and date this worksheet to confirm your acknowledgment.

[Signature]
[Date]

Contact Information:

Customer Service Department
DVR
123 Main Street
Anytown, USA

Phone: 555-1234
Email: support@dvr.com

Note: ADA requirements refer to the Americans with Disabilities Act, which mandates reasonable accommodations for individuals with disabilities in the workplace and in services.